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A Queuing Model To Improve Quality of
Service by Reducing Waiting Time in Cloud
Computing
G. Vijaya Lakshmi, C. Shoba Bindhu
Infrastructure as a software (Iaas): for instance webservices
provides for the clients /users with virtual server instances
and storages as well as application program interface that
allows the user to access, to configure their virtual servers
and storage.
 Platform as a service (Paas) : provides cloud based
environment to access the resources such as physical
machines, virtual machines etc
 Software as a service(Sass): allows to provide
software applications as a services to the end users. It
refers to software that is deployed on a hosted service
and is accessible via internet.
Cloud computing can be used as software as a service (Saas)
[6] .The main aim of the cloud service providers is to
administer the system , monitor traffic flow to ensure
maximum usage of the resources[5] in minimum waiting
time. When Multiple users enters into the Cloud for sharing
the resources or data at a time, when server is busy the
CCU forms queue or may enter into reneging state which
degrades the network performance . Therefore, in this paper
(M/M/C): (∞/FIFO) Queuing model is applied at multiple
servers to reduce mean waiting time which results in
decrease in queue length and improving QoS in cloud
computing environment.

ABSTRACT- Cloud computing is an emerging technology to
provide cost effective and to deliver the business applications,
services in an adaptable way. In cloud computing, multi
resources such as processing, bandwidth and storage, need to be
allocated simultaneously to multiple users. The When cloud
computing users(CCU’S) requests for the service to the cloud
computing service providers (CCSP) at the same time but while
at a moment, if cloud computing server is busy CCU’s needs to
enter into the waiting line until CCSP completes its service to the
previous CCU . So this may leads to bottleneck in the network. .
Therefore cloud computing users neither utilize the resources nor
waits in the queue. Cloud Computing service providers use
multiple servers to reduce the waiting time .Therefore, it is
necessary to consider a measure for congestion control in cloud
computing environment. This paper proposes a
(M/M/C):
(∞/FIFO) Queuing model which is applied at multiple servers
inorder to reduce waiting time , queue length also improving
the network performance and QOS effectively in cloud
computing environment.
Keyword: Cloud Computing, waiting time, Queuing Theory,
QOS.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing[1][5][3] often referred as „cloud‟ is the
delivery of ondemand computing resources everything from
applications to data centers over the internet on a pay for use
basis. There are most significant components of cloud
computing architecture which are known as frontend and
backend which they connect to each other over the internet.
The front end is where the clients/users sees. The backend is
the „cloud‟ itself comprising various computers , servers and
data storage devices.

II.

Queuing theory has been applied to develop analytical
methods for evaluating Cloud service performance. Xiong
and Perros[8] modeled a Cloud computing system as an
open queue network consisting of two tandem servers with
finite buffer space, where both interarrival and service times
are assumed to have exponential distributions .
T.Saisowjanya et al.,[7] have shown M/M/S model for two
servers which increases the performance over using one
server by reducing the queue length and waiting time.. In
order to study resource allocation for meeting performance
requirements of clients with different priority levels [10]
modelled a Cloud centre as an M/M/C/C queuing system,
which has C servers with no buffer space and Markov
processes for both arrival and departure. Yang et al [9]
developed an queuing model for Cloud data centres . In this
model both arrival and service times are assumed to be
exponentially distributed and service response time is
broken into three independent parts: waiting, service, and
execution periods. In [11] they employ the queuing model to
investigate resource allocation problems in both single-class
service case and multiple-class service case. Furthermore,
they optimize the resource
allocation to minimize the
mean response time.

Fig1.Cloud Computing
Cloud computing providers offer their services [2] over the
internet. These services are broadly divided into three
categories namely:
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III.

QUEUEING THEORY

Queuing Theory [2] is a collection of mathematical models
of various systems of queues. It is widely used to analyze
the arrival rate and service time. Formation of queues arises
when demand for a service exceeds the limited capacity of
the system. To analyse the arrival rate & service rate and to
deliver the packet to the destination a Queuing model[4]
which is a Mathematical, Probalistic and Markovian model
is applied at routing stages.
Queuing system is characterized by the components namely:
a) Arrival rate: describes the way the population arrives
either static or dynamically..
b) Service rate: describes how many customers can be
served when the service is available .
c) No of service channels: Service channel contains single or
multiple. Customers enter one of the parallel service
channels and is served by the customer
d) Queue discipline: describes the manner in which
customers choose for the service like First in First
out(FIFO), Last in First Out(FIFO).
Customer behaviour generally be in four states. They are:
 Balking : when the Queue is too long customer decides
to enter or not in the queue .
 Reneging: The customer leaves from the queue if he has
impatience to wait.
 Jockeying :when there are two or more parallel
queues the customer move from one queue to other.
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Where ,
(Lq): Avg no of customers in queue.
L : Expected number of customers in the system.
Wq: expected waiting time per customers in the queue.
W: expected waiting time per customers in the system.

KENDELL’S NOTATION
V. RESULT

A Queuing system can be described based on their
notations:
A/S/M/B/K/D where
A : probability distribution of the arrival rate
S : service time distribution
M : number of servers
B : system capacity
K: population size
D : service discipline
Key notations:
λ: Mean arrival rate
µ:Mean Service rate
ƿ= λ/ µ: server utilization
Steady state distribution: the system is in steady state when
the behaviour of the system becomes independent of time.
IV.
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(M/M/C):(∞/FIFO) QUEUING MODEL

It is assumed that , if CCU arrives at an average rate λ and
server has service mean rate µ and finds the server in busy
state then CCU has to wait till the server completes its job or
CCU may enter into Balking or Reneging state .This results
increasing in waiting time and queue length . Therefore
inorder to overcome this problem (M/M/C): (∞/FIFO)
Queuing model is applied when there are multiple servers ,
C and each server has an independent identical exponential
service time distribution. The arrival process assumed to be
poisson .and ∞ indicates CCU. T he mean service rate will
be Cµ .
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Fig 2. No of servers Vs waiting time
VI.

CONCLUSION

When there are more number of cloud computing users in
the queue, while the server is busy then there will be a
formation of queue where the resources will not be obtained
to users. This paper proposes (M/M/C): (∞/FIFO) Queuing
model for multiple servers. It is observed from the result
that when there will be more number of servers, waiting
time reduces when compared
to
conventional
method.
Therefore Quality of service

The steady state probabilities are:
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(QOS) can be achieved effectively as CCSP‟s provides the
resources for CCU‟s in Cloud Computing.
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